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I. Important events to be reported: EGMS 21-22.10.2021 

The Extraordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders took place on 21.10.2021, at 12:30, the date of the 

first call. The meeting was attended, directly and true the correspondence vote, by 

shareholders/representatives of the shareholders holding 12.250.726 shares of the Company IAR SA, 

representing 64,8913 % of the total number of company shares.  

 

The meeting agenda was: 

1. Approval of the opening by IAR SA Company of a representation office in Bucharest 

2. Approval of the lease contract negotiated by the executive management of IAR SA in order to 

ensure the necessary space for the opening of a representation office in Bucharest 

3. Approval of the date of 16.11.2021 as registration date, i.e. - identifying the shareholders that are 

impacted by the decisions of the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on the 

21-22.10.2021 and of the date of 15.11.2021 as the ex-date, in accordance with the provisions of 

Law No. 24/2017. 

 

The decisions taken by vote after analyzing the presented documents are the following: 

1. Approval of the opening by IAR SA Company of a representation office in Bucharest 

It is approved the opening in Bucharest a representation office of IAR SA, workspace which must assure 

decent conditions for representation, organization and conduct of meetings with the top management of the 

internal and external customers of the company. 

The vote was expressed as follows: 

the total number of the expressed votes: 12.250.726   

out of which: FOR AGAINST ABSTENTION 

Shareholders present and/or represented  238 0 0 

Shareholders who sent their vote by correspondence/registered post 12.250.488 0 0 

SUBTOTAL 12.250.726 0 0 

representing the following percentages of the total number of shares of the company 

TOTAL: 64,8913 %  

out of which: FOR AGAINST ABSTENTION 

Shareholders present and/or represented  0,0013 0 0 

Shareholders who sent their vote by correspondence/registered post  64,89 0 0 

SUBTOTAL 64,8913 0 0 

representing the following percentages of the total number of shares represented-EGMS 21.10.2021 

TOTAL: 100 %  

out of which: FOR AGAINST ABSTENTION 

Shareholders present and/or represented  0,0019 0 0 
Shareholders who sent their vote by correspondence/registered post 99,9981 0 0 

SUBTOTAL 100 0 0 



 

2. Approval of the lease contract negotiated by the executive management of IAR SA in order to ensure 

the necessary space for the opening of a representation office in Bucharest 

The approval of the contract for renting the necessary space for the opening of a representative office 

in Bucharest is not the subject of the vote procedure, in the context in which the shareholders consider 

that this subject falls within the attribution and responsibility of the administrative and executive 

management of the company. 

 

3. Approval of the date of 16.11.2021 as registration date, i.e. - identifying the shareholders that are 

impacted by the decisions of the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on the 

21-22.10.2021 and of the date of 15.11.2021 as the ex-date, in accordance with the provisions of 

Law No. 24/2017. 

The vote was expressed as follows: 

the total number of the expressed votes: 12.250.726   

out of which: FOR AGAINST ABSTENTION 

Shareholders present and/or represented  238 0 0 

Shareholders who sent their vote by correspondence/registered post 12.250.488 0 0 

SUBTOTAL 12.250.726 0 0 

representing the following percentages of the total number of shares of the company 

TOTAL: 64,8913 %  

out of which: FOR AGAINST ABSTENTION 

Shareholders present and/or represented  0,0013 0 0 

Shareholders who sent their vote by correspondence/registered post  64,89 0 0 

SUBTOTAL 64,8913 0 0 

representing the following percentages of the total number of shares represented-EGMS 21.10.2021 

TOTAL: 100 %  

out of which: FOR AGAINST ABSTENTION 

Shareholders present and/or represented  0,0019 0 0 
Shareholders who sent their vote by correspondence/registered post 99,9981 0 0 

SUBTOTAL 100 0 0 
 

 

Based on the votes expressed, there was adopted the EGMS resolution no. 08 dated 21.10.2021. 

This current report is available and can be accessed at the address www.iar.ro/investors/Reports 

according to the Capital Market Requirements/5.Current Reports regarding the privileged information 

under the LAW 24/2017. 
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